
Workers unions - working

with progressive unions, or

sub-groups (e.g. young

farmers) and discredited

major unions resistant to

change - do they represent

CAP recipients or people

producing food. Addressing

fear of transitions and

change head on. 

Different business

models to deliver

plant-based/'better'

meat - more

community owned

production and

distribution systems.

Where are the intersectoral win wins that we are ready to inject momentum into and build strategy around?

Where should we focus on?

Support the

development of

consumer

cooperatives as an

alternative to

traditional food

chains

POST IT BAR

Public

procurement

and city

initiatives as a

catalysor for

change

attentrion point : clear

losers supermarkets are

not profitable with

smaller diversified not

uniformed products and

alternative distribution

channels (FRance this is

clearly accelerating since

covid19)

A Just Transition

towards a food

system based on

more plantforward

production and

consumption

POST IT BAR

POST IT BAR

POST IT BAR

Instructions

We want to identify where there are

the "sweet spots" or "win wins" of our

different areas of work (biodiversity,

health, social justice, animal welfare,

climate etc.)  that we are ready to

inject momentum on and build

strategy around to transform animal

source foods. 

Step 1: Discuss in your group: 

Where in this system are these sweet

spots where we should intervene? 

Step 2: Put your top 2 priorities on a

post it and add it to the system map.

Potential for stronger policy

frameworks that apply to

food manufacturers across

the board. An alliance of

interests to change the CAP

could syntehsise demands,

from dietary guidelines to

encouraging plant-based

agroecology. 

Create

exchanges

between

existing

initiatives and

governments

Not a lot of

coorination

targeting

dairycompanies,

public

procurement,

restaurants

Production

labeling

Potential for collaboration

between academia (rich in

insights) and private companies

(rich in data). There is potential in

finding a high-profile

supermarket partner to trial what

it would like if they had a net-

zero store/animal-products store.

There is a sweet spot in proof-of-

concepts and to document

consumer demand.

Polluters

need to pay

a fair price

Increased

coordination:

movement

infrastructure

From supermarkets to

farmers' markets; there

are win-wins in

supporting alternatives

to supermarkets and

alternative distribution

networks. 

Potential sweetspot

between small-

scale farmers,

farmer's markets

and online

platforms. 

Counter-

advertising

campaign

(based on data

about the players

and their activities

work on biggest

EU meat and

dairy companies

emissions and

climate plans

People don't like

waste

Fighting against

something is

easier

Dilemma: how do

we split and

undermine the

influence of the

conglomerate of

'Big meat and

Dairy'

Flagship

litigation against

large

destructive

meat producers

Food democracy /

against corporate

control of my diet

Making alternatives

accessible,

affordable, and

desirable

Advertising standards as an

opportunity for cutting

across manufacturers, local

regulations etc and

normalise meat with better

diets

Subsidizing and/or

supporting small-

scale local

producers so they

can compete with

monopolies (i.e.

price, branding)

Support mid-size retail

as the bridge between

very local, can

genuinely take on

supermarkets

Best practices

for

supermarkets


